
 
AGENDA FOR PLAYERS MEETING  

OCTOBER 12/2016 WINTER SESSION  

 

1. Handicap 135%  
2. Position Rounds to be played with regular handicap.  
3. Only established players with minimum of 2 weeks played are allowed to come in on 

position rounds. 
4. When a ball goes off the table, the ball gets spotted, it is a loss of turn and it is not a ball 

in hand. 
5. Starting time for all matches is 7:30. If there is not a full team by 7:45 blinds are to be 

used. At 8:00 if there still are not enough players to play the match the match is 
considered a forfeit unless there has been any kind of communication with the other team 
or league representatives. If there has been communication please try to work it out and 
avoid the forfeit. Remember we all come from work and are trying to make it to pool and 
sometimes life happens. 

6. Captains will be allowed to pay their players on their own, however if they choose not to 
use the suggested guidelines provided by DVPL they must make team participants aware 
of how payout will be done. 

7. For the winter session 2016, we will have 5 singles blinds and 2 double.  
8. Fee for non – sanctioned player is $45 ($10 towards the pot and $20 for score keeper, $15 

BCA). This amount must be paid in full by end of first position round. 
9. We will sanction this league for 2017 Vegas Nationals. 
10. All teams will be charged fees for a minimum of 4 players whether they all have 4 weeks 

played or not. We want to avoid teams having large rosters and not paying fees.  
11. We will play two rounds, with 2 position rounds. 
12. For the end of the league tourney we will do a Vegas format, race to 5 and 1 game 

handicap to the half of teams that are at the bottom. 
13. Rack em up is open and wants a women’s team 
14. The placement of teams is based on what position your team ended up on previous 

session.  
15. Folders will be distributed on second week, October 19 
16. JAGUAR KARAOKE LOUNGE would like a team 
17. CJ’s might be putting his own women’s team togueter 
18. We promote league playing, new players, new sponsors, new clinics, new leagues, new 

Tours etc.  
We do NOT promise the same sponsors to any one especially if you take a break during 
the year and other teams do not. If a team takes a season off the expectation of coming 
back to it, is unreal. Teams that play all year long will get priority over those that do not. 

19. We reserve the right to move your matches as needed to cover our sponsors.  
 
 



 
The following are the teams that participated on the Fall Session. 
Captains please confirm your participation or not so we can settle on the sponsors. 
 
 
1-Cue n Brew – Confirmed 
2-The Office – Tina - Confirmed 
3-WPLJ – Laura - Confirmed 
4-The Office – Tammy 
5-Vinnie’s Bar – Erin 
6-Vinnie’s Bar – Shannon 
7-Farrington’s Bar – Carmen 
8-Vinnie’s Bar – Fawn  
 

 
 

 


